INSPIRE INNOVATION.
TRANSFORM LEARNING.
HIGHER EDUCATION SCENARIOS

COLLABORATIVE LEARNING

Provide unprecedented opportunities for students and faculty to meet, collaborate on projects, and exchange ideas — both in the classroom and around campus.

COMPUTER LABS

Whether for general use or to gain access to software and applications that put students at the forefront of learning, computer labs provide access to critical resources.

DEVICES FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY, RESEARCHERS, AND STAFF

When staff and students are equipped with the right devices, work is more efficient, time is better-managed, and day-to-day productivity is optimized.

VOCATIONAL, OUTDOOR, AND FIELD STUDIES

Outdoor field studies and vocational studies give students an opportunity to apply their skills and knowledge in real-world environments and engage in hands-on learning.
Collaborative learning

Revolutionize learning with powerful tools that allow students to meet and collaborate — whether seated around the table or calling in from half a world away.

Recommended Dell solution†

A. OptiPlex 7060 Micro
B. Dell 55 Interactive Touch Monitor – C5518QT
C. Dell Wireless Keyboard and Mouse – KM717*
D. Dell Pro Stereo Headset – UC350*
E. Intel Unite Software – Simple, instant, and secure collaboration and meeting capabilities through wireless connectivity*

Solution details

OptiPlex 7060 Micro is inserted into the dedicated PC slot on Dell’s 55 Interactive Touch Monitor, and coupled with Dell’s Wireless Keyboard and Mouse and Pro Stereo Headset. Intel Unite software allows onsite and remote students to see the same content displayed in a room, transition between presenters, make annotations, and transfer files instantly.

Additional accessories and options

F. Dell Advanced Projector 7760 Office Projector
G. Dell 86” 4K Interactive Touch Monitor – C8618QT
H. Logitech R500 Laser Presentation Remote*
I. Logitech GROUP HD Video Conferencing System*

*Not pictured
Recommended Dell solution†

A. Latitude 5290 2-in-1
B. Dell Mobile Projector – M318WL*
C. Dell Hybrid Adapter + Power Bank USB-C – PH45W17-CA*

Solution details

The Latitude 5290 2-in-1, paired with Dell’s M318WL mobile projector and Dell’s Hybrid Adapter + Power Bank USB-C, proves to be an ideal solution for power, presentation and collaboration around campus.

Additional accessories and options

D. Dell 70 Interactive Conference Room Monitor – C7017T
E. Dell Wireless Mouse – WM326
F. Dell Professional Sleeve
G. Dell USB-C Mobile Adapter – DA300
H. Logitech ConferenceCam Connect Video Conference*

*Not pictured
Computer Labs

GENERAL USE

Computer labs ensure that students have equitable access to robust technology and applications, allowing them to develop the skills necessary to be prepared for the modern workplace.

Recommended Dell solution†
A. OptiPlex 7060 Micro
B. Dell 24 Monitor – P2419H
C. Dell OptiPlex Micro All-in-One Stand – MFS18

Solution details
OptiPlex 7060 Micro and Dell’s P2419H 24” monitor on Dell’s OptiPlex Micro All-in-One Stand MFS18 is fully adjustable, allowing you to customize your monitor to your viewing comfort.

Additional accessories and options
D. Dell Multimedia Keyboard – KB216 (wired)
E. Dell Optical Mouse – MS116 (wired)
F. Dell Pro Stereo Headset – UC350
G. OptiPlex 7060 Small Form Factor
H. Dell OptiPlex Small Form Factor All-in-One Stand – OSS17

*Not pictured
Computer Labs
IMMERSIVE LEARNING
Technology that powers creativity and drives to innovation, allowing students to excel in the areas of design, engineering, science, arts, and media.

Recommended Dell solution†
A. Precision 5530 or Precision 5530 2-in-1
B. Dell UltraSharp 34 Curved Monitor – U3417W
C. Dell Canvas 27
D. Dell Multimedia Keyboard – KB216 (wired)*
E. Dell Optical Mouse – MS116 (wired)*

Additional accessories and options
F. Dell UltraSharp 27 Monitor with PremierColor – UP2716D
G. X-Rite Colorimeter i1Display Pro
H. Precision 3630 Tower
I. HTC Vive Pro Virtual Reality System
J. Dell Visor: VR118 + Dell Visor Controllers VRC100
K. Meta 2 Augmented Reality Development Kit*
L. 3dconnexion SpaceMouse Wireless*

*Not pictured

Solution details
Thin and light Precision 5530 mobile workstation powered for engineering and design capabilities is paired with Dell’s UltraSharp 34” Curved Monitor, Multimedia Keyboard, and Optical Mouse. With the Dell Canvas, you can bring your ideas to life with a 27-inch workspace that empowers natural digital creation.
Recommended Dell solution†

A. Latitude 7390 2-in-1
B. Dell Active Pen – PN557W
C. Dell Hybrid Adapter + Power Bank – PH45W17-BA

Solution details

The Latitude 7390 2-in-1, paired with Dell’s Active Pen for seamless note-taking and Dell’s Hybrid Adapter + Power Bank, enables all-day productivity and robust performance — allowing you to be on-the-move and worry-free.

Additional accessories and options

D. Dell USB-C Mobile Adapter – DA300
E. Dell Business Dock WD15
F. Dell Professional Briefcase 14
G. Dell Pro Stereo Headset – UC350
H. Dell Wireless Keyboard and Mouse – KM717
I. Dell UltraSharp 27 InfinityEdge Monitor – U2717D

*Not pictured
Devices for Students

Students must be equipped with robust mobile technology that is powerful, durable and affordable.

Recommended Dell solution†

A. Latitude 5290 2-in-1
B. Dell Active Pen – PN557W*
C. Dell Hybrid Adapter + Power Bank – PH45W17-CA*

Additional accessories and options

D. Dell Portable Thunderbolt 3 SSD 1TB*
E. Dell USB-C Mobile Adapter – DA300
F. Dell Premier Backpack 15
G. Dell Premier Wireless Keyboard and Mouse – KM714
H. Dell Pro Stereo Headset – UC150
I. Dell Wireless Mouse – WM326

*Not pictured

Solution details

The Latitude 5290 2-in-1, paired with Dell’s Active Pen and Dell’s Hybrid Adapter + Power Bank, ensures the mobility, flexibility, and productivity required for the daily demands of university life.
Vocational, Outdoor, and Field Studies

Using highly durable technology that thrives in the harshest of conditions, students can fully engage in their field of study, and obtain a deeper understanding of their subject with robust tools.

Recommended Dell solution†

A. Dell 7212 Rugged Extreme Tablet
B. Dell Shoulder Strap

Solution details

Dell Latitude Rugged Extreme Tablet with its durable, built-to-last chassis, is paired with the Dell Shoulder Strap, a sturdy nylon strap that attaches to the corners of your rugged tablet and makes it easy to carry your tablet over your shoulder.

Additional accessories and options

C. Dell Cross Strap
D. Dell Rugged Tablet Dock
E. Dell Kickstand for Latitude 7212 Rugged Extreme Tablet
F. Dell Battery Charger for Latitude 7212 Rugged Extreme Tablet*  

*Not pictured

† Some options may not be available in all regions.
* Not pictured